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Background

Problem: Conflict of two cues

[Robotic surgery]

[S. Nicolau et al., 2011]

The doctor can
• see the surgical site as 3D
through the stereo display
Doctor Stereo
• manipulate the robotic arm
camera
using the controller
The system enables the doctor Controller
to perform delicate and complex
Intuitive Surgical - da Vinci Surgical System
operations

• Putting the virtual mask
on the real surface
• Making a illusion that the
Virtual mask
surface is as transparent

[Binocular depth cue ]

3D Image
Real object

Robotic
arm

Stereo
display

• “In pseudo- transparency scene, light
passes through gaps in non-transparent
lacy objects such as wire fences or tree
branches.” (R.A. Akerstrom et al., 1988)

• Binocular depth cue tells the user
“Virtual object is inside of the real object”
• Occlusion depth cue tells the user
“Virtual object surface must be closer than the
intervening real surface”

[Medical AR]
By overlaying the virtual object
(e.g. vessels, organs, skeletons)
on the actual scene, the system
helps the surgical operation

Pseudo-Transparency

Real object
Virtual object

Virtual object

[Occlusion depth cue]

no virtual mask

with virtual mask

Experiment
[Purpose]

[Part 1: Investigating the depth sensitivity]

• To explore the effect of various visual
surface features on both perception of object
location and perception of surface transparency.

• To explore whether there is a perceptual bias in either direction when placing a virtual cursor near a surface
• The participants judged whether the circle is behind/front of the masking window
• We used the method of constant stimuli

[Experimental setup]
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Part1: Findings
• Without surface occlusion makes low
accuracy and low precision

1

Proportion of perceived
"front"

Colored
surface

1
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The user observed the stimuli using nVidia’s 3D
glasses, which caused the user to perceive the
images in depth

With occlusion

•

PSE<<POE and JND is wide

In practical use, for improving virtual object
placement performance with monitor based
stereoscopic AR displays, we need to
maintain a real-time depth map for detecting
and comparing surface elements to virtual
object pixels

Any potential influence of either dot size or
dot density was much less than whether or
not occlusion of the circle

Participants: paid 15 UofT students

[Image Generation]

[Part 2: Measuring the relative effectiveness]

We changed, Dot size, Density, Occlusion.

• To create a quantitative scale for assigning perceived transparency values to various surface features
• The users were required to answer 2 questions seeing the image pairs
1. In which image is it easier to perceive that the circle is behind the masking window?

Occlusion
In the case of without occlusion, even if the
circle is behind, the user can see the whole
circle.

# In this experiment, the circle is always behind

2. In which stimulus does the masking window appear to be more transparent?

• We used Thurstone’s paired comparison scaling method

Ease of perceive behind; EPB
with occlusion

without occlusion

[All stimuli for the experiment]
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Part2: Findings
EPB
• It was easier to perceive that the
circle was behind the surface in
the With Occlusion condition
ATS
• The most striking effect is the
influence of Dot Density
•
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•

Larger dot densities makes
perceive the surface as being
transparent

Perceiving the circle is behind ≠
Perceiving the surface is
transparent

Conclusion & Future work
We ran a two part experiment when using stereoscopic AR display, and explored the
effect of various virtual mask on
• perception of object location
• perception of surface transparency
We found
• the importance of occlusion cue for perceiving object location relative to a surface
• the importance of Density for perceiving surface transparency

The results of this experiment have implications for the ongoing challenge of
facilitating the perception of surface transparency in augmented reality.
For the future work,
Because we used simulated surface for the sake of expediency,
• Considering the surface texture
• Applying to the actual real object surface

My website is http://www.rm.is.ritsumei.ac.jp/~otsuki/e/
and you can get this poster & paper data from here →

